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A B S T R A C T - Aging is a phenomenon, which is influencing on unavailability of all components of the plant. The
influence of aging on Probabilistic Safety Assessment calculations was estimated for Electrical Power Supply System.
The average increase of system unavailability due to aging of system components was estimated and components were
prioritized regarding their influence on change of system unavailability and relative increase of their unavailability
due to aging.

After the analysis of some numerical results, the recommendation for a detailed research of aging phenomena
and its influence on system availability is given.

1 Introduction

The Krsko Nuclear Power Plant (NEK- Nuklearna elektrarna Krsko) is the only
Slovenian nuclear power plant and is operating in the cooperation with Croatia. Efforts to
estimate safety with Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and to use it for safety
improvements have been developed in both countries. The PSA group of "Jozef Stefan"
Institute strongly cooperated with Westinghouse in the PSA for NEK. The mentioned PSA has
been improved with calculations of external events, however aging was not included in the risk
estimations.

Since aging is phenomena, which is introduced in unavailability of all components of
the plant, we were interested in the influence of aging on PSA calculations. For this purpose
Electrical Power Supply System (EPSS) was chosen on the basis of presentation of NPP Krsko
PSA level 1 results [1]. From the results it follows, that contribution of LOCAs initiating
events to the total core melt frequency is 31.6% and the contribution of Loss of Offsite Power
and Station Blackout initiating events is 31.5%. On the list of dominant cutsets, the Station
Blackout initiating event with Electrical Power Supply System failures, contributes the major
part (6.95%) to the reduced sum of cutset. Also in the list of risk decrease importance factors
basic events of EPSS with its functions appear very often and high in the list.

As a support, the methodology and some data of Nuclear Plant Aging Research
(NPAR) program were used [2],[3]. A part of this program, which has been conducted by the
Office of Research of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), is probabilistic evaluation of
aging effects on risk.

2 Electrical Power Supply System

The function of Electrical Power Supply System is supplying of adequate and reliable
source of power to the plant loads [4].

The system consists of two subsystems:
- class IE power system (engineered safety feature power system) and
- non- class IE power system.

Since in the paper presented research was done for Class IE power system, only this
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system will be described.
The Class IE power system is designed to supply electrical energy for plant control and

operation during startup, generation of power, shutdown, standby, emergencies, postulated
accidents and natural disasters [4].
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Figure 1: Class IE power system, high voltage
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Figure 2: Class IE power system, low voltage

The class IE power system has two redundant, separate and independent fields, train
A and train B (Figure 1, Figure 2). Each train contains 6.3 kV, 400 V and 118 V ac voltage
levels, and 125 V dc voltage level.
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The 6.3 kV voltage level (buses MD1, MD2) has three electrical power sources. The
main power supply is through unit transformers Tl and T2 400 kV system. The alternate
power supply is 110 kV system, through station auxiliary transformer T3. Each train has its
own diesel generator as a backup power supply. Buses MD1 and MD2 are protected against
phase to ground, phase to phase and three phase faults (relays 51-51G) and against
undervoltage (relays 27). Station auxiliary transformer T3 and unit transformers Tl and T2
have differential protection against phase to phase and three phase faults (relays 87),
overcurrent relays (50-51) against overload and short circuit, ground overcurrent relays (51G)
against phase ground faults and Buchholz relays (63), which prevent further possible damage
on the winding of the transformers due to short circuit in the winding.

The buses on 400 V voltage levels (LD11, LD12, LD21, LD22) are supplied from
corresponding 6.3 kV buses. These LD buses are protected for phase faults with overcurrent
relays (50/51) and for phase to ground faults with ground overcurrent relays (51G).

Each dc bus on 125 V voltage level is supplied from 400 V buses through suitable
battery charger. Also one common battery charger is achieved, capable to supply 125 V
voltage to train A or train B. The alternate power supply is through the battery, which is
capable to supply selected plant loads in the case of complete loss of ac voltage for two hours
[5]. In this time, successful start of at least one diesel generator is expected.

The 118 V buses are supplied from 125 V buses through corresponding inverters. The
alternate power supply is from 400 V buses through transformer.

3 Methodology, including age dependent parameters in PSA calculations

The core melt frequency changes during time because of aging, including changes of
component unavailabilities and initiating event frequencies. To describe these changes, a
standard Taylor expansion approach can be used. The change in a dependent variable (AC) as
a function of the changes in the independent variables (Aqj) follows the equation:

AC = ESfiq, + J^S,£q£qj + ... + Sm nAq^q2Aq3 ... Aqn ({)

i f>j v '

where AC ... dependent variable
Sj, Sy ... standard Taylor expansion coefficients

... independent variable

The standard Taylor expansion coefficients can be termed the core melt frequency
sensitivity coefficients, in the paper term sensitivity coefficients is used. Dependent variable
represents the change in core melt frequency due to aging and independent variable the change
of initiating event frequency or component unavailability due to aging.

The equation 1 includes individual aging contributions, two components interactions,
triple components interactions, etc.

Since the Taylor expansion approach is a standard calculus approach, it can be used
also for calculation of system unavailability changes due to aging. In this case, the dependent
variable is change in system unavailability due to aging, and independent variables are changes
of component unavailabilities due to aging. The change of component unavailability can be
expressed as an average increase, time dependent or age dependent increase. In the paper the
average increase approach is used.

The unavailability of the component was modelled with the exponential model by
equation:
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where q(t)

t

q{i) = 1 - e

the unavailability of a component
age dependent failure rate
age of component

(2)

By the definition in the literature, aging occurs in the component if the failure rate A(t)
as a function of component age is increasing [3].

Aging was modelled with linear model for failure rate:

where

a

X(t) = KQ * at

constant failure rate
constant aging rate

(3)

For the exponential function in the equation (2) Taylor series development can be used.
With some assumptions and simplifications, which are known from standard probability
theory, it follows:

qif) = f\(t)dt' (4)

The average increase of unavailability was calculated for four different types of
components. They are shown in the Table 1. Renewals of component were modelled with the
Good as New Restoration Model, where age of component after the activity is set to zero.
Tests were modelled with the Good as Old Restoration Model, where age of component
remains the same as before the activity. In both models, component is in an up state after the
activity and activity does not influence aging rate.

Component type Average unavailability

renewal at time L
no surveillance in the plant lifetime tg

aL

renewal at time L
surveillance at time T

no renewal in the plant lifetime t,,
surveillance at time T

no renewal in the plant lifetime t,,
no surveillance in the plant lifetime t,,

Table 1: Average unavailability increase for different types of components
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From the reliability theory it is recognized, that most components begin to age after
some threshold time t,, which could be ease incorporated into the formulae. Since the lack of
data, this threshold age was not included into the evaluation. This assumption causes a higher
increase of system unavailability due to aging.

In the paper individual aging contributions were calculated, using the equation 1:

= I>, (5)

where AC ... the change in system unavailability due to changes of component
unavailabilities due to aging

S; ... sensitivity coefficient of component i
Aqj ... change of unavailability of component i due to aging
Ac; ... change in system unavailability due to change of unavailability of

component i due to aging

In the paper the change of system unavailability due to aging of components was
estimated and components were ranked regarding their sensitivity coefficients.

4 Age Dependent PSA mocb!

4.1 Extension of PSA Model

For aging evaluation, the 6.3 kV ac bus MD1 was selected. The MD1 bus is supplied
from three different power sources from higher voltage levels. Because of control and
protective devices fault tree of MD1 bus includes also fault trees of lower voltage levels.

In the model of Westinghouse PSA vital voltage levels were analysed with fault trees.
Some components (relays, circuit breakers, etc.) on this levels are supplied or controlled with
voltage from 125 V or 118 V buses. Loss of this voltage was in the Westinghouse fault trees
modelled with one basic event.

Aging is a phenomenon, which has influence on all components of the system, and
where interaction of the components on the system unavailability is interesting. Instead of one
basic event (Westinghouse model), fault trees were developed for loss of control voltage. More
exact and complex fault trees iclude the dependency between different voltage levels, so
models are closer to the real conditions. Some closed loops, which can happen with such
modelling, were eliminated with house events.

4.2 Selection of Components for Aging Evaluation

Since the number of components included in the fault tree of Electrical Power Supply
System was substantial, we decided to separate some components for detailed aging evaluation.

First, the standard PSA model without aging parameters was calculated. Then for all
components, which are modelled in the fault tree of EPSS, the average increase of
unavailability was evaluated. Components, for which significance coefficients and average
increase of system unavailability were estimated, were selected regarding following criteria:

• from standard PSA evaluation
o components, which are in the minimal cut sets, contributing to the system

unavailability (top event probability) more then 80% or
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o components in the single cut sets QL
o components, with risk increase factor (risk achievement worth) greater then 100 or

• from aging evaluation
o components, with average increase of unavailability due to aging greater then 510 '2.

Twenty-eight components were selected for the detailed evaluation. These components
are circuit breakers to the buses, some relays on 6.3 kV voltage level, generator step-up
transformers GT1 and GT2, unit transformer Tl, diesel generator and battery charger 1A-1B.

Components, which were eliminated from the detailed aging evaluation because of
problems with data, are 110 and 400 kV network and switchyard, and fuses on 125 V voltage
level.

4.3 Data Base

Data related to aging evaluations are aging rate, renewal time, surveillance time and
plant lifetime.

Most aging rates were captured from TIRGALEX data base, from NUREG/CR-5510
[2]. Some aging rates were found in the IAEA document [6]. Since generic data of aging rates
are sparse, they introduce substantial uncertainties into results. Considering the lack of data,
prioritization of contributors regarding aging is meaningful, whereas absolute values have
limited significance.

Renewal times were estimated, using constant failure rate from standard PSA (equation
6). It was assumed, that component is renewed when it fails, and that aging does not influence
the time of component failure.

1 = f <6>
where L ... renewal time

Ao ... constant failure.

Surveillance intervals were captured from Technical Specifications and from test and
maintenance procedures for Electrical Power Supply System [7]. Plant lifetime was found in
the literature [3].

During data collection, some assumptions were made:
- Test and maintenance were completely efficient in detecting or correcting degradation

or failure of a component.
- Failure rates for failure to change position of circuit breakers were in standard PSA

given in failure per demands. Equation (6) is irrelevant for renewal time estimation. It was
determined with IAEA document [8].

- Failure rates for failure to start of diesel generator were in standard PSA given in
failure per demands. Renewal time was captured from literature [3].

- Where the surveillance time for protection relays on 6.3 kV voltage level was missed,
the 18 month interval was used.

5 Results

The change of unavailability of the system due to aging is for two orders of the
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magnitude larger then the base unavailability of the system in the standard PSA. The change
is calculated for 28 components, which are selected regarding criteria, mentioned in the
previous paragraphs. The comparison is in the Table 2.

Data, with which this average change
of unavailability due to aging was calculated,
are very rough. However, the result shows a
relative significant contribution due to aging,
which should be analysed more in detail, as
for example which mechanisms of aging

Unavailability in
standard PSA

9.32-105

Unavailability change
due to aging

5.7510"3

Table 2: Comparison
unavailabilities

of average
significantly enlarge unavailability of the
system, what influence have tests and renewals on change of system aging etc.

ACJF2AY1
ACJF2A86
ACJF186U
ACJC2A86

ACBK2A
ACBF2AT1

0.001

DCBF5C4

ACTA7GT2
ACTA7GT1
ACJF786G
ACJF2AY1
ACJF2A86
ACJF186U
ACJC2A86
ACBK2A
ACBF2AT1

c. brkr.4 on bus
DC101PNLK101 ftp
transformer GT2 failure
transformer GT. failure
relay 86G frp
relay 27Y-1/MD1 frp
relay 86/MD1-T1 frp
relay 86U frp
relay 86/MD1-T1 fcp
theMDl bus fault
circuit breaker MD1-T1
frp

frp failure to remain in position
fcp failure to change position

Figure 3: Sensitivity coefficients

ACTZ12

ACTK2AT1
ACTA7GT2
ACTA7GT1
ACOK1SWY
ACJF786G
ACJF2AY1
ACJF2A86
ACJF186U
ACBK2A
ACBF2AT1
ACBF1

4C4F1SWY

transformers GT., GT2,
T l , T2 ccf
transformer Tl failure
transformer GT2 failure
transformer GT. failure
400 kV switchyard fails
relay 86G frp
relay 27Y-l/MDlfrp
relay 86MD1-T1 frp
relay 86U frp
the MD1 bus fault
c. brkr. MDI-Tl frp
c. brkr. to 400 kV
switchyard frp
400 kV switchyard
protection circuit frp

ccf common cause failure
frp failures to remain in position
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Figure 4: Risk increase factors

Components with the highest sensitivity coefficient are shown in the Figure 3. These
are: relays of 6.3 kV voltage level, bus MD1, step up transformers GT1 and GT2 and circuit
breakers to MD1 bus and 125 V control bus. Components with relative high sensitivity
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coefficient (> 10'2), have also a relative high risk increase factor (RIF,->i$0), Figure 4. The
remaining components, with RIF> 100, have a relative small increase of unavailability due
to aging. Sensitivity coefficient connects both, sensitivity of the system unavailability
regarding change of component unavailability and the change of component unavailability due
to aging. In this sense, sensitivity coefficient is another importance factor of components (near
the importance factors, which are calculated in the standard PSA) and should be calculated also
in standard PSA.

6 Conclusions

In the paper, the sensitivity of Electrical Power Supply System unavailability on its
components aging was evaluated. Two main conclusions can be drawn from the results:

• The contribution to system unavailability due to aging is significant. We recommend
a detailed research of parameters, which increase system unavailability, as for example
which mechanisms of aging significantly enlarge unavailability of the system and what
influence have tests and renewals on change of system aging.

• Calculation of sensitivity coefficients exposes some components, which have high
influence on change of system unavailability and have high relative increase of
unavailability due to aging. We recommend a detailed research of aging mechanisms
of these components.
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